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Photograph of a gold nugget from the Whin Vein in the Blueberry Hill Mine, Tangier Gold District. This grain was one of many recovered from a 75 kg face sample of the 12-55 south-drift-west heading in April 1999. The calculated grade from this 45 cm wide chip sample across ~5 m of exposed face was 70.85 g Au/t. Much of the gold at Tangier, like this grain, has high fineness (~97% Au, ~3% Ag) and displays crystalline, wire, flake and massive textures hosted in clear to white massive quartz in bedding-parallel veins. Open spaces are still apparent within the grain. This gold grain shows minor deformation in the centre of the photo which is not apparent in the attached quartz. The image was taken with a Nikon SMU-U binocular microscope. The long dimension of the grain is 2.7 mm.
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